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home proceedings of the royal society of london b - the royal society s flagship biological research journal
dedicated to the fast publication and worldwide dissemination of high quality research, sciencedirect com
science health and medical journals - sciencedirect is the world s leading source for scientific technical and
medical research explore journals books and articles, animals in a bacterial world a new imperative for the abstract in the last two decades the widespread application of genetic and genomic approaches has revealed a
bacterial world astonishing in its ubiquity and diversity, plant and soil incl option to publish open access plant and soil publishes original papers and review articles exploring the interface of plant biology and soil
sciences and that enhance our mechanistic understanding of plant soil interactions this includes both
fundamental and, who we are cramer fish sciences - cramer fish sciences is built around a core group of
senior scientists with distinguished careers in fish aquatic ecology genetics biostatistics and population modeling
mixed with upcoming scientists that have outstanding scholastic achievement and fresh training in leading edge
methods and technologies support field research and population monitoring is provided by teams of well, jstor
viewing subject health sciences - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources,
wiley online library scientific research articles - one of the largest and most authoritative collections of online
journals books and research resources covering life health social and physical sciences, top guidelines center
for open science - the standards published in science in 2015 the transparency and openness promotion
guidelines include eight modular standards each with three levels of increasing stringency journals select which
of the eight transparency standards they wish to implement and select a level of implementation for each,
impact of anthropogenic climate change on wildfire across - abstract increased forest fire activity across the
western continental united states us in recent decades has likely been enabled by a number of factors including
the legacy of fire suppression and human settlement natural climate variability and human caused climate
change, databases by subject databases research guides - full text of the society s publications including
journals biblical archaeology review bible review and archaeology odyssey video lectures from world renowned
master teachers on the latest key issues in archaeology and the bible, jstor viewing subject anthropology jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources
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